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New Release Updates - 7/24/20New Release Updates - 7/24/20

The new Enterprise video platform has been integrated and will be released this weekend. This newThe new Enterprise video platform has been integrated and will be released this weekend. This new

video platform provides a faster connection and better video quality on the web platform, thevideo platform provides a faster connection and better video quality on the web platform, the
Anytime Patient application, and the Anytime Clinician application.  Anytime Patient application, and the Anytime Clinician application.  

Full Screen mode now availableFull Screen mode now available

Right click on the patient screen and select show control

Double click on the screen to allow full screen mode

Third party screens can also be enlarged to full screen

A pre-visit note has been added to the web to ensure the patients enable their camera andA pre-visit note has been added to the web to ensure the patients enable their camera and



microphone, check their internet connection, and are in the proper setting for a telemedicine visit.microphone, check their internet connection, and are in the proper setting for a telemedicine visit.

The chat from a visit can now be downloaded in addition to images and PDF from the visit summary.The chat from a visit can now be downloaded in addition to images and PDF from the visit summary.

On the visits page, a visit status drop box has been added. This will allow you to now filter visits byOn the visits page, a visit status drop box has been added. This will allow you to now filter visits by

completed, invalid, and cancelled.completed, invalid, and cancelled.



You will not be able to deactivate a clinician that has appointments scheduled on the AnytimeYou will not be able to deactivate a clinician that has appointments scheduled on the Anytime

Pediatrics platform. The visits will need to be modified before the Clinician can be removed. UsersPediatrics platform. The visits will need to be modified before the Clinician can be removed. Users
will now receive a notification message when trying to deactivate a clinician who still haswill now receive a notification message when trying to deactivate a clinician who still has
appointments scheduled.appointments scheduled.

You now have multiple options to select for the reason for the invalid visitYou now have multiple options to select for the reason for the invalid visit

If you select other, you will be able to enter a description for the invalid visit.

The user interface has also been updated with new colors and fonts. This will help clinicians andThe user interface has also been updated with new colors and fonts. This will help clinicians and

admins easily read the script on the platform.admins easily read the script on the platform.


